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CYBERNETICS IN IIISTORY

Since the end of World War II, I have been working
rrn the many ramifications of the theory of messages.
llt'sides the electrical engineering theory of the trans-
rrrission of messages, there is a larger ffeld which in-
clucles not only the study of language but the study of
illessages as a means of controlling machinery and
society, the development of computing machines and
other zuch automata, certain refections upon psychol-
oq)' and the nervous system, and a tentative new theory
of scientiffc method. This larger theory of messages is
rr probabilistic theory, an intrinsic part of the move-
rnent that owes its origin to Willard Gibbs and which
I have described in the introduction.

Until recently, there was no existing word for this
complex of ideas, and in order to embrace the whole
field by a single term, I felt constrained to invent one.
Hence'!yb.e1pcqp_s," which I derived from the Greek
word kubernEtds., or "pteersman,'the same Greek wtird
from which we eventuillv derive our word "governor."
Incidentally, I found later that the word hid already
been used by Ampdre with reference to political
science, and had been introduced in another context
by a Polish scientist, both uses dating from the earlier
part of the nineteenth century.

I wrote a more or less technical book entitled
Cybernetics which was published in rg48. In response
to a certain demand for me to make its ideas acceptable
to the lay public, I published the ffrst edition of The
Human Use of Human Beings in rg5o, Since then the
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subiect has grown from a few ideas shared by Dn.
Claude Shannon, Warren Weaver, and myself, into an
established region of research. Therefore, I take this
opportunity occasioned by the reprinting of my book
to bring it up to date, and to remove certain defects
and inconsequentialities in its original structure.

In giving the deffnition of Cybernetics in the original
booh I classed communication and control together.
Why did I do this? When I communicate with another
person, I impart a message to him, and when he com-
municates back with me he returns a related message
which coutains information primarily accessible to him
and not to me. When I control the actions of another
person, I communicate a message to him, and although
this message is in the imperative mood, the technique
of communication does not difier from +hat of a message
of fact. Furthermore, if my control is to be efiective I
must take cognizsase of any messages from him which
may indicate that the order is understood and has been
obeyed.

It is the thcsis onm-book that society can only bev 
understood thiough a study of the mesiages and the
communication facilities which belong to it; and that
in the future development of these messages and com-
mnniq4tion facilities, messages between man and ma-
chines, between machines and man, and between
machine and machine, are destined to play an ever-
increasing part.

*- When I give an order to a machine, the situation is
uot essentially dlf,srmt from that which arises when
I give an order to a person. In other words, as far as my
consciousness goes I am aware of the order that has
gone out and of the sigpal of complianca tbat has come
back. To me, personally, the fact that the signal in its
intermediate stages has gone through a machine rather
than through a person is irrelevant and does not in any

,_ case greatly change my relation to the signal. Thus the
f theory of control in engineering, whether human or
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nnirnal or mechanical, is a chapter in the theory of
I  r  t |Ss i lges ,

Nrrturally there are detailed difierences in messages
rur(l in problems of control, not only between a living
'rrqrlnism and a machine, but within each narrower
,'Lrss of beings. It is the purpose of Cybernetics to de--
vclop a language and techniques that will enable us
irrtlced to attack the problem of control and communi-
.rrtion in general, but also to ffnd the proper repertory
,'l ideas and techniques to classify their particular
rrrrrnifestations under certain concepts.

'fhe 
commands through which we exercise our con-

lrol over our environment are a kind of information i""ri
s,hicl'r we impart to ii, Like any form of information,-
tlrt'se comrninds are subject to disorganization irf
lnrrrsit. Thev generally come through in less coherent
flshion and certainly not more coherently than they
rvt're sent. In control and communication we are always
fighting nature's tendency to degrade the organized
irnd to destroy the meaningful; the tendency, as Gibbs
has shown us, for entropy to increase.

Much of this book concerns the limits of communi* '

cation within and among individuals. Man is immersed
in a world which he perceives through his sense organs'
Information that he receives is co-ordinated through
his brain and nervous system until, after the proper
process of storage, collation, and selection, it emerges
through efiector organs, generally his muscles' These
in turn act on the external world. and also react on the
central neryous system through receptor organs such
as the end organs of kinaesthesia; and the information
received by the kinaesthetic organs is combined with
his already accumulated store of informaUon to in-
fuencefuhue action.

Information is a name for the content of what is '

exchanged with the outer world as we adjust to it,
and make our adjustment felt upon it. The process of
receiving and of using information is the process of
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15 our adjusting to the contingencies of the outer environ-
ment, and of oru living efiectively within that environ-

,z ment. The needs and the complexity of modern life
make greater demands on this process of infornation
than ever before, and our press, our museums, our
scientfic laboratories, our universities, our libraries and
textbooks, are obliged to meet t}te needs of this process

- or fail in their purpose. To live efiectively is to live
- with adequate information. Thus, communication and

control belong to the essenee of man's inner life, even
as they belong to his life in society.

The place of the study of communication in the his-
tory of science is neither tdvial, fortuitous, nor new.
Even before Newtou such problems were current in
physics, especially in the work of Fermat, Huygens,
and Leibnifz, each of whom shared an interest in
physics whose focus was not mechanics but opUcs, the
communication of visual images.

Fermat furthered the study of optics with his prin-
ciple of minimization which says that over any sufi-
ciently short part of its course, Ught follows the path
which it takes tle least time to traverse. Huygens de-
veloped the primitive form of what is now linown as'Huygens'Principle" 

by saying.that light spreads from
a soruoe by forming around that source something like
a small sphere consisting of secondary lpurces which
in turn propagate light just as the primary sources do.
Leibnitz, in tbe meanti:rre, saw the whole world as a
collection of beings called 'monads" whose activity
consisted in the perception of one another on the basis
of a pre-established harmony laid down by God, and it
is fairly clear that he thought of this interaction largely
in optical terms. Apart from this perception, the mon-
ads had no "windows," so that in his view all mechan-
ical interaction really becomes nothing more than a
subtle consequence of optical interaction.

A preoccupation with optics and with messag6,
which is appalent in this part of Leib',i|"'s philosophy,

; . \
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nrns through its whole texture. It plays a large part in
1w9 o{_lis most original ideas: ttrat of tli iniacter-
is.tica Uni.oersalis, or universal scientific language, andtlrat of the Cala^rlus Batiocinator, o, 

"uf""i;, 
oi iogic.

This Calculus Ratiocinator, imperfect 
"r- 

it *ur, *",
the direct ancestor of mod..n *"ih"*"tical iogic.

Leibnitz, dominated b-y ideas of communiiation, is,.
in more than one way, the intellectual ancestor of the
icleas of this book, for he was also interested in machine
computation and in automata. My views in this book are
very far from being Leibnitzian, but the problems with
\l'nrcn I am concerned are most certainly Leibnitzian.
I-"ei,b3r!'s computing machines *"r" orriy an ofishoot
or nts rnterest in a computing language, a reasoning
calculus yli"h again-was in [is m'inalmerely 

"o "*ltention of his idea of a complete artiffcial language.
Thus, even in his comprrting hachine, Leibnitz;s pie_
occupations were mostly linguistic and communica-
tional.

-Toward the middle of the last century, the work of
Clerk Maxwell and of l-ris precurror, Fa.aday, had at_
tracted the attention of physicists once more'to optics,
tle science of hght, which was now regarded as aiorm
ot electricity that could be reduced to the mechanics
of a curious-, rigid, but invisible medium known as the
ether, which, at the tim_e, was supposed to permeate
the atmosphere, interstellar space' inJ 

-"il -L"rrrpare.,t

materials. Clerk Maxwell's woik on optics consisted in
the mathemarical development 

"i 
le;;; *fri"t n"a

be91 nreyously e*prcssed in a 
"og"Jlu1 

norr_rnathe-
matrcal torm by Faraday. The study of ether raised
certain_ qu-estions whose answers lvere obscure, as, for
example, that of the motion of matter thro"gh the eiher.
The_fam.ous experiment of Michelso" ^.rT-ilo.luy, in
tne_ runeties, was undertaken to resolve this problem,
and it gave the entirely unexpected answer that there
simply.was no way to determ^ine th" *;;;; of matter
tnrough the ether.
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The first satisfactory solution to the problems aroused
by this experiment was that of Lorentz, who pointed
out that if the forces holding matter togetber were con-
ceived as being themselves electrical or optical in
nature, we should expect a negative result from the
Michelson-Morley experiment. However, Einstein in
r9o5 translated these ideas of Lorentz into a forrn in
which t}re unobservabilitv of absolute motion was rather
a postulataoT physics dan the result of any particular
stnrcture of matter, For our purposes, the important
thing is that in Einstein's work, ligbt and matter are
on an equal basis, as they had been in the writings
before Newtonr without the Newtonian subordination
of everything else to matter and mechanics.

In explaining his views, Einstein makes abundant
l use of the observer who may be at rest or may be

-moving. In his theory of relativity it is impossible to
introduce the observer without also introducing the
idea of message, and without, in fact, returning the
emphasis of physics to a quasi-Leibnitzian state, whose
tendency is once again optical. Einstein's theory of rel-
ativity and Gibbs' statistical mechanics are in sharp
contrast, in that Einstein, Iike Newton, is still talking
primarily in terms of an absolutely rigid dynamics not
introducing the idea of probability. Gibbs' work, on
the other hand, is probabilistic from the very start, yet
both directions of work represent a shift in the point
of view of physics in which the world as it actually
exists is replaced in some sense or other by the world
as it happens to be observed, and the old naive realism
of physics gives way to something on which Bishop
Berkeley might have smiled with pleasure.

At this point it is appropriate for us to review cprtain
notions pertaining to entropy which have already been
presented in the introduction. As we have said, the
idea of entropy represents several of the most impor-
tant departures of Gibbsian mechanics from New-
tonian mechanics. Iu Gibbs' view we have a physical

o .  I
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quantity which belongs not to the outside world as
such, but to certain sets of possible outside worlds, and
therefore to the answer to certain speciflc questions
which we can ask concerning the outsid6 world.
Physics now becomes not the discussion of an outsid.e
univene which may be regarded as the total answer
to all the questions concerning it, but an account of
the answers to much more limited questions. In fac!
we are now no longer concerned with the studv of ali
possible outgoing and incoming messages which we
rnay send and receive, but with the th-eory of muchr
rnore specific outgoing and incoming messages; and it
involves a measurement of the noJonger inffnite amount
of information that they yield us.

N{essages are themselves a form of pattern and or--
ganization. Indeed, it is possible to treat sets of mes-
sages as having an entropy like sets of states of the
external world. Just as.entropy is a measure of disor- |
ganization, the information carried by a set of mes-
sages is a measure of organization. In fact, it is possible
to interpret the information carried by a message as
essentially the negative of its entropy, and the negadve
logarithm of its probability. That is, the more probable.-
the message, the less information it gives. Clich6s, for
example, are less illuminating than great poems.

I have already referred to L;ibnit's interest in
automata, an interest incidentally shared by his con_
temporary, Pascal, who made real contributions to the
development-of what we now lqrow as the desk adding-
machine. Leibnitz saw in the concordance of the tim"e
given by clocks set at the same time, the mod.el for the
pre-established harmony of his monads. For the tech-
nique embodied in the automata of his time was that of
the clockmaker. Let us consider the activity of the little
figures which dance on the top of a music box. They
rnove in accordance with a pattern, but it is a pattern
which is set in advance, and in which the past activity
of the figures has practically nothing to io with thl
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pattern of their future activity. The probability that
they will diverge from this pattern is nil. There is a
message, indeed; but it goes from the machinery of
the music box to the figures, and stops there. The ffg-
ures themselves have no trace of communication with
the outer world, exc€pt this one-way stage of communi-
cation with the pre-established mechanism of the music
box. They are blind, deaf, and dumb, and cannot vary
their activity in the least from the conventionalized
pattern.

Contrast with them the behavior of man, or indeed
of any moderately intelligent animal such as a kitten.
I call to the kitten and it looks up. I have sent it a
message which it has received by its sensory organs,
and which it registers in action. The kitten is hungry
and lets out a pitiful wail. This time it is the sender of
a message. The kitten bats at a swinging spool. The
spool swings to its left, and the kitten catches it with
its left paw. This time messages of a very complicated
nature are both sent and received within the kitten's
own nervous system through certain nerve end-bodies
in its joints, muscles, and tendons; and by means of
neryous messages sent by these organs, the animal is
aware of the acfual position and tensions of its tissues.
It is only through t-hus" otgan, that anything like a
manual skill is possible.

j I have contrasted the preananged behavior of the- 
Iittle ffgures on the music box on the one hand, and the
conting-ent behavior of human beings and animals on
the other. But we must not suppose that the music box
is typical of all machine behavior.

. The older machines, and in particular the older at-
{ tempts to produce automata, did in fact function on a

closed clockwork basis. But modern automatic ma-
chines such as the controlled missile, the proximity
fuse, the automatic door opener, the control apparafus
for a chemical factory, and the rest of the modern
armory of automatic machines which perform military
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or indushial funcUons, possess sense organs; that is,*
recep-tors for messages coming from the o,rtrid". These
rl.y. 

?" as simple as. photoelectric cells which charge
clectrically when a light falls on them, and which ca"n
tell light from dark, or as complicnted as a television
set. They may measure a tension by the change it pro.
tluces in the conductivity of a wire 

"*por*d"to 
it, o,

they may measure temperature by meanis:ef a thermo_
couple, which is an instrument consisting of two dis-
tinct metals in contact with one another tliroueh which
a current flows when one of the points of c-ontact is
hcated. Every inskument in the repertory of the
.scienfiffc-instrument rnaker is a possible sense organ,
and may be made to record its readins remoielv
through the intervention of appropriate elicnical ap_
paratus. Thus the machine which is conditioned 6y
its relation to the external world, and by the thingis
happening in the external world, is with us and hls
been with us for some time.

The machine which acts on the external world bv
mearx of messages is also familiar. The automatic photo_
electric door o;rener is known to every person wlo has
pas39d through the Pennsylvania Statioir in New yorlc,
and is used in many otler buildings as well. When a
message consisting of the interception of a beam of
Iight is sent to t}le apparatus, this message actuates the
door, and opens it so that the passenger may go through"
_ The steps between the actuatioi of a iachine*of

this type by sense organs and its performance of a
task may be as simple as in the caie of the electric
door;,or. it may be in_fact of any desired degree of
complexity within the limits of our engineerin! tech_
pg"T._.A,copplex action is one in #hich ti" d,^t^r-
introduced, which we call the input, to obtain an effect-
gn 9" outer world, which *"'*il the output, may
involve a large number of cpmbinations. Theie arL
combinations, both of the data put in at the moment
and of the recsrds taken from the past stored data

)
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which we call the memmy. These are recorded in the
machine. The most complicated machines yet made
which transform input data into output data are the
high-speed electrical computing machines, of which I
shall speak later in more detail. The determination of
the mode of conduct of these machines is given through
a special sort of input, which frequently consists of
punched cards or tapes or of magnetized wires, and
which determines the way in which the machine is go-
ing to act in one operation, as distinct from the way in
which it might have acted in another. Because of the
frequent use of punched or magnetic tape in the con-
trol, the data which are fed in, and which indicate the
mode of operation of one of these machines for combin-
ing information, are called the taping.

I have said that man and the animal have a kin-
aesthetic sense, by which they keep a record of the
position and tensions of their muscles. For any machine
subject to a varied external environment to act effec-
tively it is necessary that information concerning the
resuits of its own action be furnishedto it as part of the
information on which it must continue to act. For ex-
ample, if we are running an elevator, it is not enough
to open the outside door because the orders we have
given should make the elevator be at that door at the
time we open it. It is important that the release for
opening the door be dependent on the fact that the
elevator is actually at the door; otherwise something
might have detained it, and the passenger might step
into tle empty shaft. Thls control of a machine on the
basis of its aciual performance rather t}lan its expecied
performance is known as feedbo.ck, and involves sen-
sory members which are acfuated by motor members
and perform the funcUon of. te[I-tales or mnnitots-
that is, of elements which indicate a perf.grmance. It
is the function of these mechanisms to control t}le me-
chanical tendency toward disorganization; in other

i . \
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words, to produce a temporary and local reversal of
the normal direction of entropy.

I have just mentioned the elevator as an example of
feedback. There are other cases where the imporLnce
of feedback is even more apparent. For eximple, a
gun-pointer takes information from his instruments of
observati_on, and conveys it to the gun, so that the
latter will point in such a direction thal the missile will
pass through the moving target at a certain time. Now,
the gun itself must be used under all conditions oi
weatler, In some of these tbe grease is warm, and the
gun swings easily and rapidly. Under otler conditions
the- grease is frozen or mixed with sand, and the gun
is slow to auswer the orders given to iL If these o.d-ers
are reinforced by an extra push given when the gun
fails to.respond easily to the orders and lags behlnd
them, then the error of the gun-pointer wil be de-
creased. To obtain a performance as uniform as pos-
sible, it is customary to put into the gun a control f&d-
back element which reads tfie lag of the qun behind
the position it should lsys ssqs--rding to"the orders
given it, and which uses this difierence to give the gun
an extra push.

It is true that precauUons must be taken so that the
push is not too hard, for if it is, the gun will swing past
its proper position, and will have to be pulled back in a
series of oscilla6e*, which *ay well- become wider
and_wider, and lead to a disastrous instability. If tlrc
feedback system is itseU conbolled-if, in other words,
its owl entropic tendencies are checked by still other
conb-olling mechsnisps-and kept within limits sufi-
crgltly stringenl this will not ociur, and the existence
of the feedback will increase the stability of perform-
ance of Fu gott In other words, the performance will
become less dependent on the frictioial load; or what
is the same thing, on the drag created by the stifiness
of the grease.

Something very similar to this occurs in human action.
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If I pick up my cigar, I do not will to move any specific
muscles. Indeed in many cases, I do not know what
those muscles are. What I do is to turn into action a
certain feedback mechanism; namely, a reflex in rvhich
the amount by which I have yet failed to pick up the
cigar is turned into a new and increased order to the
lagging muscles, whichever they may be. In this rvay,
a fairly uniform voluntary command will enable the
same task to be performed from tvidely varying ini-
tial positions, and irrespective of the decrease of con-
traction due to fatigue of the muscles. Similarly, when
I drive a car, I do not follow out a series of commands
dependent simply on a mental image of the road and
the task I am doing, If I ffnd the car swerving too much
to the right, that causes me to pull it to the left. This
depends on the actual performance of the car, and not
simply on the road; and it allorvs me to drive with
nearly equal efficiency a light Austin or a heavy tn:ck,
without having formed separate habits for the driving
of the two. I shall have more to say about this in the
ehapter in this book on special machines, where we
shall discuss the service that can be done to neuropa-
thology by the study of machines with defects in plr-
formance similar to those occurring in the human
mechanism.

It is my thesis that the physical functioning of the ,
living individual and the operation of some of the newer
communication machines are precisely parallel in their
analogous attempts to control entropy through feed-_
back. Both of them have sensorv receptors as one staqe
in their cycle of operation: that is, in both of theim
there exists a special apparatus for collecting infor-
mation from the outer world at low energiy levels, and
for making it available in the operation of the individ-
ual or of the machine. In both cases these external
messages are not taken neat, but through the internal
transforming powers of the apparatus, whether it be
alive or dead. The information is then turned into a
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new form available foy th.e further stages of perform_auce. In both the animal_and tir" _i"iri"u ifri, pur-formance is made to be eftectiv;;"1;;';"ter wortd.In both of_them, thei\ petorrne; ;;d;; Jn the outerworld, and not merely th"o tierrd.eJ^"itiorr, i, ,"-ported back to the central ,"gut"lo.y 

"pplatus. 
Thiscomplex of behavior is ignorld ly fu,"-u-u"."ge man,and in particular does noi phtth; -i" tfr"t it should

lll,oT 
habitual analysis of ,o"i"ty; forlurl ^, individ_

::.l1fy^r,""t 
responses may be seen from this point of

],^"yl.ro 
-uy.lh: organic r-esponses of society itself. Ioo not mean that the sociologist is unaware of the ex_istelge 

,and apllex naturd of **^,rrrications insoclery, but until recently he has tende&to overlook theextent to which they aie the cement rvti"n biads i;fabric together.
We have seen in this chapter the fundamental unity

l1^1 i*pl"-.,of ideas *ti^"r, 
""tA 

;"-;;tty had not
ir"^"i^r$"l: 

nU y 
.as so cia ted with on e a nother, namely,rne conrrng€nt yiew of physics that Gibbs introducrdas a modiffcatjon of the tradiUonal, Newtooian con_

y:"$ory, t{r9 .Augusfinian atritud. io*"rJ o.der aadconduct which is demanded by this uiew, aod the
*ry 1f the message among men, machines, and insocrery as a sequence of events in rime which, thoughit itself has a c6rtain eontingency, strives to hold back
lily:r tendency toward iir.*i* ny-ailusung itsparts to various purposrve ends.
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THE FIRST AND THE SECOND
INDUSTHIAL REVOLUTION

The preceding chapters of this book dealt primarily
with the sfudy of man as a communicative organism.
However, as we have already seen, the machine may
also be a communicative organism. In this chapter, I
shall discuss that field in which the communicative
characters of man and of the machine impinge upon
one another, and I shall try to ascertain what the direc-
tion of the development of the machine will be, and
what we may expect of its impact on human society.

Once before in history the machine had impinged
upon human culture with an effect of the greatest mo-
ment. This previous impact is known as the Industrial
Revolution, and it concerned the machine purely as an
alternative to human muscle. In order to study the
present crisis, which we shall term The Second Indus-
trial Revolution, it is perhaps wise to discuss the history
of the earlier crisis as something of a model.

The first industrial revolution had its roots in the
intellectual ferment of the eighteenth century, which
found the scienti-ffc techniques of Newton and lfuy.
gens already well developed, but with applications
which had yet scarcely transcended astronomy. It had,
however, become manifest to all intelligent scientists
that the new techniques were gong to have a profound
efiect on the other sciences. The first fields to show the
impact of the Newtonian era were those of navigation
and of clockmaking.

Navigation is an art which dates to ancient times, but
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it had one conspicuous weakness until the seventeen-
thirties. The problem of determining latitude had al-
ways been easy, even in the days of the Greeks. It was
simply a matter of determining the angular height of
the celestial pole. This may be done rouglrly by taking
the pole star as the actual pole of the heavens, or it may
be done very precisely by further refinements which
locate the center of the apparent circular path of the
pole star. On the other hand, the problem of longitudes
is always more dificult. Short of a geodetic suwey, it
can be solved only by a comparison of local time with
some standard time such as that of Greenwich. In order
to do this, we must either carry the Greenwich time
with us on a chronometer or we must ffnd some heav-
enly clock other than the sun to take the place of a
chronometer,

Before either of these two methods had become
available for the practical navigator, he was very con-
siderably hampered in his techniques of navigation. He
rvas accustomed to sail along the coast until he reached
the latitude he wanted. Then he would strike out on an
cast or west course, along a parallel of latitude, until he
rnade a landfall. Except by an approximate dead-
reckoning, he could not tell how far he was along the
course, yet it was a matter of great importance to him
that he should not come unawares onto a dangerous
coast. Having made his landfall, he sailed along the
coast until he came to his destination. It will be seen
that under these circumstances every voyage was very
rnuch of an adventure. Nevertheless, this was the pat-
tern of voyages for many cenfuries. It can be rec-
ognized in the course taken by Columbus, in that of
the Silver Fleet, and that of the Acapulco galleons.

This slow and risky procedure was not satisfactory
to the admiralties of the eighteenth century. In the
first place, the overseas iriterests of England and
France, unlike those of Spain, lay in high latitudes,
where the advantage of a direct great-circle course

7 - -
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over an east-and-west course is most conspicuous, In
the second place, there was a great c.ompetition be-
tween the two northern powers for the supremacy of
the seas, and the advantage of a better navigation was
a serious one. It is not a surprise that both govern-
ments ofiered large rewards for an accurate technique
of finding longitudes.

The history of these prize contests is complicated
and not too edifying. N{ore thirn one able rnan was
deprived of his rightful triumph, and went bankrupt.
In the end, these prizes were awarcled in both coun-
tries for two very different achievements. One was the
design of an accurate ship's chronometer-that is, of a
clock sufficiently well coni^tructed and conrpensatecl to
be able to keep the time within a few seconds over a
voyage in which it was subject to the continual violent
motion of the ship. The other was the constmction of
good mathematical tables of the motion of the moon,
which enabled the navigator to use that body as the
clock with which to cheik the apparent motion of the
sun. These two methods have dominatecl all naviga-
tion until the recent development of radio and radar
techniques.

Accordingly, the advance guard of the craftsmen of
the industrial revolution consistecl on the one hand of
clockmakers, who used the new mathematics of New-
ton in the design of their pendulums and their balance
wheels; and on the other hand, of optical-instrument
makers, with their sextants and their telescopes. The
two trades had very much in common. They both de-
manded the construction of accurate circles and ac-
curate straight lines, and the graduation of these in
degrees or in inches. Their tools were the lathe and
the dividing engine. These machine tools for delicate
work are the ancestors of our present machine-tool in-
dustry.

It is an intere.sting reflection that every tool has a
genealogy, and that it is descended from the tools by
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rvhich it has itself been constr.ucted. The clockmakers,
lathes. of the eighteenth century have led through a
cleirr historical chain of intermediate tools to the g"reat
turret lathes of the present day. The series of ilnter-
vening steps might conceivably have been foreshort_
ened somewhat, but it has necessarily had a certain
rninimum length. It is clearly impossible in construct_
ing a great turret lathe to depend on the unaided hu_
man hand for the pouring of tle metal, for the placing
of $e- castings on the instruments to machin6 them]
and above all for the power needed in the task of
machining them. These must be done throuqh ma-
chines that have themselves been manufactuied by
o.ther- machines, and it is only through many stages of
this that one reaches back to the original hand- or-foot-
lathes of the eighteenth century.

It is thus entirely natural that those who were to
develop new inventions were either clockmakers or
scientific-instrument makers themselves, or called on
people of these crafts to help them. For instance, Watt
was a scientiffc-instrument maker. To show how even
a man like Watt had to bide his time before he could
extend the precision of clockmaking techniques to
Iarger undertakings, we must rememb6r, as I hive said
earlier, that his standard of the fit of a piston in a
cylinder was that it should be barely possible to insert
and move a thin sixpence between thbri.

We must thus consider navigation and the instru-
rnents necessary for it as the locus of an industrial revo_
lution before the main industrial revolution. The main
industrial revolution begins with the steam engine. The
first form of the steam engine was the crude aid waste-
iui Newcomen engine, *trictt was used for pumping
rnines. In the middle of the eighteenth centuiy tilerE
rvere abortive attempts to use it for generating power,
lry making i! plqrp water into elevat-ed ,"r".voiis, arrd
, rnployjng the fall of this water to turn water wheels.
Such clumsy devices became obsolete with the intro_
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duction of the perfected engines of Watt, rvhich were
employed quite early in their history for factory pur-
poses as well as for mine pumping, The end of the
eighteenth century saw the steam engine thoroughly
established in industry, and the promise of the steam-
boat on the rivers and of steam traction on land was
not far away.

The fust place where steam power came into practi-
cal use was in replacing one of the most bmtal forms
of human or animal labor: pumping of water out of
mines. At best, this had been done by draft animals.
by cnrde machines turned by horses. At worst, as in
the silver mines of New Spain, it was done by the labor
of human slaves. It is a work that is never finished and
which can never be interrupted without the possibility
of closing down the mine forever. The use of the steam
engine to replace this servitude must certainly be re-
garded as a great humanitariau step forward.

However, slaves do not only pump mines: they also
drag loaded riverboats upstream. A second great tri-
umph of the steam engine was the invention of the
steamboat, and in particirlar of the river steamboat. The
steam engine at sea was for many years but a supple-
ment of questionable value to the sails carried by every
seagoing steamboat; but it was steam transportation
on the Mississippi which opened up the interior of the
United States. Like the steamboat. the steam locomo-
tive started where it is now dying, as a means of hauling
heavy freight.

The next place where the industrial revolution made
itself felt, perhaps a little later than in the field of the
heavy labor of mine workers, and simultaneously with
the revolution in transportation. was in the textile in-
dustry. This was already a sick industry. Even before
the power spindle and the power looms, the condition
of the spinners and the weavers left much to be de-
sired. The bulk of production which they could per-
form fell far short of the demands of the day. It might
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thus appear to have been scarcely possible to conceive
ihat the transition to the maclrine could have worsened
their condition; but worsen it, it most certainly did.

. The beginnings of textile-machine developrnent go
back of the steam engine. The stocking fiame his
existed in a form worked by hand ever since the time of
Queen Elizabeth. Machine spinning first becarne nec-
essarv in order to furnish warps for hand looms. The
complete mechanization of the textile industry, cover-
ing weaving as well as spinning, did not occur until
the beginning of the nineteenth century. The first
textile machines were for hand operation, although the
use of horsepower and water power followed very
quickly. Part of the impetus behind the development
of the Watt engine, as contrasted with the Newcomen
engine, was the desire to furnish power in the rotary
form neecled for textile pu{poses.

The textile mills furrrished the model for almost the
whole course of the mechanization of industry. On tbe
social side, they began the transfer of the workers from
the home to the factory ancl from the country to the
city. There was an exploitation of the labor of children
and women to an extent, and of a brutality scarcely
conceivable at the present time-that is, if we forget
tlie South African diamond mines and ignore the new
industrialization o[ China and India ancl the general
terms of plantation labor in almost every country. A
great deal of this was due to the fact that new tech-
niques had produced new responsibilities, at a time at
rvhich no code had yet arisen to take care of these
responsibilities. There was, however, a phase which
rvas of greater technical than moral signiffcance. By
this, I mean that a great many of the disastrous conse-
quences and phases of the earlier part of the industrial
revolution were not so much due to any moral obtuse-
ness or iniquity on the part of those concerned, as to
certain technical feafures which were inherent in the
ei.irly means of industrialization, and which the later
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history of technical development has thrust more or
less into the background. These technical cleterminants
of the direction which the early industrial revolution
took, lay in tlre very nafure of early steam pot'er and
its transmission. The steam engine used fuel very un-
economically by modern standards, although this is not
as important as it might seem, considering the fact that
early engines had none of the more rnodern type with
which to compete. However, among themselves they
were much more economical to run on a larse scale
lhan on a small one. In contrast with the prime mover,
the textile machine, whether it be loom or spindle, is
a comparatively light machine, and uses little power.
It was therefore economicallv necessarv to assemble
these machines in large factories, wherl many looms
and spindles could be run from one steam engine.

At that time the only available means of ttansmission
of power were mechanical. The first among these was
the line of shafting, supplemented by the belt and the
pulley. Even as Iate as the time of my own childhood,
the typical picture of a factory was that of a great shed
with long lines of shafts strspended from tlre rafters,
and pulleys connected by belts to the individual ma-
chines. This sort of factory still exists; although in very
many cases it has given way to the modern arrange-
ment where the machines are driven individually by
electric motors.

Indeed this second picture is the typical one at the
present time. The trade of the millwright has taken on
a totally new form. Here there is an important fact
relevant to the whole history of invention. It was ex-
actly these millwrights and other new craftsmen of the
machine age who were to develop the inventions that
are at the foundation of our patent system. Now, the
mechanical connection of machines involves dificulties
that are quite serious, and not easy to cover by any
simple mathematical formulation. In the ffrst place,
long lines of shafting either have to be well aligned, or
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to employ ingenious modes of eonnection, such as uni-
versal joints or parallel couplings, which allow for a
certain amount of freedom. In the second place, the
long lines of bearings needed for such shafts are very
high in their power consumption. In the individual ma-
chine, the rotating and reciprocating parts are subject
to similar demands of rigidity, and to similar demands
that the number of bearings must be reduced as much
as possible for the sake of lo* po*"r consumption and
simple manufacfure. These prescriptions are not easily
filled on the basis of general formulas, and they ofier
an excellent opportunity for ingenuity and inventive
skill of the old-fashioned artisan sort.

It is in view of this fact that the chanse-over in en-
gineering between mechanical connections and elec-
trical connections has had so great an effect. The
electrical motor is a mode of distiibuting power which
is very convenient to construct in small sizes, so that
each machine may have its own motor. The transmis-
sion losses in the wiring of a factory are relatively low,
and the efficiency of the motor itself is relatively high.
The connection of the motor with its wiring is not nec-
essarily rigid, nor does it consist of many parts. There
are still motives of traffic and convenience which may
induce us to continue the custom of mounting the dif-
ferent machines of an industrial process in a single
factory; but the need of connecting all the machines
to a single solrrce of power is no Ionger a serious reason
for geographical proximity. In other words, we are now
in a position to return to cottage industry, in places
rvhere it would otherwise be suitable.

I do not wish to insist that the difficulties of mechan-
ical transmission were the onlv cause of the shed
factories and of the dernoralization they produced. In-
deed, the factory system started before the machine
svstem, as a means of introducing discipline into the
highly undisciplined home industry of the individual
*'orkers, and of keeping up standards of production.
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It is true, however, that these non-mechanical factories
were very soon superseded by mechanical ones, and
tlat probably the worst social efiects of urban crowd-
ing and of rural depopulation took place in the
machine factory. Furthermore, if the fractional horse-
power motor had been available from the start and
could have increased the unit of production of a cottage
worker, it is highly probable that a large part of the or-
ganization and discipline needed for successful large-
scale production could have been superimposed on
such home industries as spinning and weaving.

If it should be so desired, a single piece of machinery
may now contain several motors, each introducing
power at the proper place. This relieves the designer
of much of the need for the ingenuity in mechanical
design which he would otherwise have been compelled
to use. In an electrical design, the mere problem of
the connection of the parts seldom involves much dif-
ficulty that does not l-end itself to easy mathematical
formulation and solution. The inventor of linkages has
been superseded by the computor of circuits. This is an
example of the way in which the art of invention is
conditioned by the existing means.

In the third quarter of the last century, when the
electric motor was first used in industry, it was at first
supposed to be nothing more than an alternative de-
vice for carrying out existing industrial techniques. It
was probably not foreseen that its final efiect would
be to give rise to a new concept of the factory.

That other great electrical invention, the vacuum
tube, has had a similar history. Before the invention
of the vacuum fube, it took many separate mechanisms
to regulate systems of great power. Indeed, most of
the regulatory means themselves employed consider-
able power. There were exceptions to this, but only in
speciffc fields, such as the steering of ships.

As late as rgr5, I crossed the ocean on one of the old
ships of the American Line. It belonged to the transi-
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tional period when ships still carried sails, as well as a
pointed bow to carry a bowsprit. In a well-deck not far
aft of the main superstructure, there was a formidable
engine, consisting of four or five six-foot wheels with
hand-spokes. These wheels were supposed to control
the ship in the event that its automatic steering engine
broke down. In a storm, it would have taken ten men
or more, exerting their full strength, to keep that great
ship on its course.

This was not the usual method of control of the ship,
but an emergency replacement, or as sailors call it, a
"jury steering wheel." For normal control, the ship car-
ried a steering engine which translated the relatively
small forces of the quartermaster at the wheel into the
movement of the massive rudder. Thus even on a
purely mechanical basis, some progress had been made
toward the solution of the problem of ampliftcation of
forces or torques, Nevertheless, at that time, this solu-
tion of the ampliffcation problem did not range over
extreme difrerences between the levels of input and of
output, nor was it embodied in a convenient universal
type of apparatus.

The most fexible universal apparatus for amplifying
small energy-levels into high energyJevels is the vac-
uum tube, or electron valve. The history of this is in-
teresting, though it is too complex fdr us to discuss here.
It is however amusing to reflect that the invention of
the electron valve originated in Edison's greatest scien-
tific discovery and perhaps the only one which he did
not capitalize into an invention.

He observed that when an electrode was placed in-
side an electric lamp, and was taken as electrically pos-
itive with respect to the fflament, then a current would
flow, if the fflament were heated, but not otherwise.
Through a series of inventions by other people, this led
to a more effective way than any known before of con-
trolling a large current by a small voltage. This is the
basis of the modern radio industrv. but it is also an
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industrial tool which is spreading widely into new
ffelds. It is thus no longer necessary to control a process
at high energy-levels by a mechanism in which the im-
portant details of conhol are carried out at these levels.
It is quite possible to form a certain pattern of behavior
response at levels much lower even than those found
in usual radio sets, and then to employ a series of am-
plifying tubes to control by this apparatus a machine
as heavy as a steel-rolling mill. The work of discrimi-
nating and of forming the pattern of behavior for this is
done under conditions in which the power losses are
insignificant, and yet the final employment of this dis-
criminatory process is at arbitrarily high levels of
power.

It will be seen that this is an invention which alters
the fundamental conditions of industry, quite as vitally
as the transmission and subdivision of power through
the use of the small electric motor. The study of the
pattern of behavior is transferred to a special part of
the irutument in which power-economy is of very little
importance. We have thus deprived of much of their
importance the dodges and devices previously used to
insure that a mechanical linkage should consist of the
fewest possible elements, as well as the devices used to
minimize friction and lost motion. The design of ma-
chines involving such parts has been transferred from
the domain of the skilled shopworker to that of the re-
search-laboratory man; and in this he has all the avail-
able tools of circuit theory to replace a mechanical
ingenuity of the old sort. Invention in the old sense has
been supplanted by the intelligent employment of cer-
tain laws of natwe. The step from the laws of nature
to their employment has been reduced by a hundred
times.

I have previously said that when an invention is
made, a considerable period generally elapses before
its full implications are understood. It was long before
people became aware of the full impact of the airplane

on international relations and on the conditions of hu-
man life. The effect of atomic energy on mankind and
the future is yet to be assessed, although many observ-
ers insist that it is merely a new weapon like all older
weapons.

The case of the vacuum tube was similar. In the be-
ginning, it was regarded rnerely as an extra tool to
supplenrent the already existing techniques of tele-
phonic communication. The electrical enqineers ffrst
mistook its real irnportance to such an extent that for
years vacuum tubes were relegated simply to a particu-
Iar part of the communication netrvork. This part was
connected with other parts consisting only of the tradi-
tional so-called inactive circuit elemenis-the resist-
ances, the capacitances, and the inductances. Only
since the war have engineers felt free enough in their
employment of vacuum tubes to insert them where
necessary, in the same way they had previously in-
serted passive elements of these three kinds.

The vacuum tube was ffrst used to replace previously
existing components of krng-distance telephone circuits
and wireless telegraphy. It was not long, however, be-
fore it became clear that the radio-telephone had
achieved the stature of the radio-telegraph, and that
broadcasting was possible. Let not the fact that this
great triumph of invention has largely been given over
to the soap-opera and the hillbilly singer, blind one to
the excellent work that was done in developing it, and
to the great civilizing possibilities which havl bien per-
verted into a national medicine-show.

Though the vacuum tube received its debut in the
communications industry, the boundaries and extent of
this- industry were not fully understood for a long pe-
riod. There were sporadic uses of the vacuum tubJand
of its sister invention, the photoelectric cell, for scan_
ning. the products of industry; as for example, for
regulating the thickness of a web coming out of a paper
machine, or for inspecting the color oia 
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apples. These uses did not as yet form a reasoned new
technique, nor were t}tey associated in the engineering
mind with the vacuum tubes other function, commu-
nication.

All this changed in t}le war. One of the few things
gained from the great confict was the rapid develop-
ment of invention, under the stimulus of necessity and
the unlimited employment of money; and above all, the
new blood called in to industrial research. At the be-
ginning of the war, our greatest need was to keep Eng-
land from being knocked out by an overwhelming air
attack. Accordingly, the anti-aircraft cannon was one
of the ffrst objects of our scientiffc war efiort, especially
when combined with the airplane-detecting device of
radar or ultra-high-frequency Hertzian waves. The
technique of radar used the same modalities as the ex-
isting technigue of radio besides inventing new ones
of its own. It was thus nafural to consider radar as a
branch of communication theory.

Besides finding airplanes by radar it was necessary
to shoot them down. This involves the problem of fire
control. The speed of the airplane has made it nec-
essary to compute the elements of the traiectory of the
anti-aircraft missile by machine, and to give the pre-
dicting machine itself communication functions which
had previously been assigned to human beings. Thus
the problem of anti-aircraft fire control made a new
generation of engineers familiar with the notion of a
communication addressed to a machine rather than to
a person. In our chapter in language, we have already
mentioned another field in which for a considerable
time this notion had been familiar to a limited group of
engineers: the field of the automatic hydroelectric
power station.

During the period immediately preceding World
War II other uses were found for the vacuum tube
coupled directly to the machine rather than to the hu-
man agent. Among these were more general applica-
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tions to computing machines. The concept of the large-
scale computing nachine as developed by Vannevar
Bush among others was originally a purely mechanical
one. The integration was done by rolling disks engag-
ing one another in a frictional manner; and the inter-
change of outputs and inputs between these disks was
the task of a classical train of shafts and gears.

The mother idea of these first 
"o*p.-uting 

machines
is much older than the work of Vannevar Bush. In cer-
tain respects it goes back to the work of Babbage early
in the Iast century. Babbage had a surprisingly mod-
ern idea for a computing machine, but his mechanical
means fell far behind his ambitions. The ffrst dificulty
he met, and with which he could not cope, was that a
long train of gears requires considerable power to run
it, so that its output of power and torque very soon
becomes too small to actuate the remaining parts of the
appirratus. Bush saw this difficulty and overcame it in a
very ingenious way. Besides the electrical amplifiers
depending on vacuum tubes and on similar devices,
there are certain mechanical torque-amplifiers which
are familiar, for example, to everyone acquainted with
ships and the unloading of cargo. The stevedore raises
the cargo-slings by taking a purchase on his load
around the drum of a donkey-engine or cargo-hoist. In
this way, the tension which he exerts mechanically is
increased by a factor which grows extremely rapidly
with the angle of contact between his rope and the
rotating drum. Thus one man is able to control the lift-
ing of a load of many tons.

This device is fundamentally a force- or torque-am-
plifier. By an ingenious bit of design, Bush inserted
such mechanical ampliffers between the stages of his
computing machine, and thus was able to do effectively
the sort of thing which hacl only been a dream for Bab-
Dage.

In the early days of Vannevar Bush's work, before
there were any high speed autoraatic controls in fac-
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tories, I had become interested in the problem of a
partial difierential equation, Bush's work had con-
cerned the ordinary difierential equation in which the
independent variable was the time, and duplicated in
its time course the course of the phenomena it was an-
alyzing, although possibly at a difierent rate. In the
partial difierential equation, the quantities which take
the place of the time are spread out in space, and I
suggested to Bush that in view of the technique of tele-
vision scanning which was then developing at high
speed, we would, ourselves, have to consider such a
technique to represent the many variables of, let us say,
space, against the one variable of time. A computing
machine so designed would have to work at extremely
high speed, which to my mind put mechanical proc-
esses out of the question and threw us back on elec-
tronic processes. In such a machine, moreover, all data
would have to be written, read, and erased with a
speed compatible with that of the other operations of
the machine; and in addition to including an arithmet-
ical mechanism, it would need a logical mechanism as
well and would have to be able to f,andle problems of
programming on a purely logical and automatic basis.
The notion of programming in the factory had already
become familiar through the work of Taylor and the
Gilbreths on time study, and was ready to be trans-
ferred to the machine. This offered considerable diffi-
culty of detail, but no great dificulty of principle. I
was thus convinced as far back as 1g4o that the au-
tomatic factory was on the horizon, and I so informed
Vannevar Bush. The consequent development of au-
tomatization, both before and after the publication of
the first edition of this book. has convinced me that I
was right in my judgment and that this development
would be one of the great factors in conditioning the
social and technical life of the age to come, the keynote
of the second industrial revolution.

In one of its earlier phases the Bush Difierential An-
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alyzer performed all the principal amplification func-
tions. It used electricity only to give power to the
motors running the machine as a whole. This state of
computing-mechanisms was intermediate and transi-
tory. It very soon became clear that amplifiers of an
electric nature, connected by wires rather than by
shafts, were both less expensive and more flexible than
mechanical ampliffers and connections. Accordingly,
the later forms of Bush's machine made use of vacuum-
tube devices. This has been continued in all their suc-
cessors; whether they were what are now called
analogy machines, which work primarily by the meas-
urement of physical quantities, or digital machines,
which work primarily by counting and arithmetic oper-
ations.

The development of these computing machines has
been very rapid since the war. For a large range of
computational work, they have shown themselves
much faster and more accurate than the human com-
puter. Their speed has long since reached such a level
that any intermediate human intervention in their work
is out of the question. Thus they ofier the same need to
replace human capacities by machine capacities as
those which we found in the anti-aircraft computer.
The parts of the machine must speak to one another
through an appropriate language, without speaking to
any person or listening to any person, except in the
terminal and initial stages of the process. Here again we
have an element which has contributed to the general
acceptance of the extension to machines of the idea
of communication.

In this conversation between the parts of a machine,
it is often necessary to take cognizance of what the
machine has already said. Here there enters the prin-
ciple of feedback, which we have already discussed,
and which is older than its exemplification in the ship's
steering engine, and is at least as old, in fact, as the
governor which regulates the speed of Watt's steam
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engine. This governor keeps the engine frorn running
wild when its load is removed. If it starts to run wild,
the balls of the governor fly upward from centrifugal
action, and in their upward flight they move a lever
which partly cuts ofi the admission of steam. Thus the
tendency to speed up produces a partly compensatory
tendency to slow down. This method of regulation re-
ceived a thorough mathematical analysis at the hands
of Clerk Maxwell in 1868.

Here feedback is used to regulate the velocity of a
machine. In the ship's steering engine it regulates the
position of the rudder. The man at the wheel operates
a light transrnission system, employing chains or hy-
draulic transmission. which moves a member in the
room containing the steering engine. There is some sort
of apparatus which notes the distance between this
member and the tiller; and this distance controls the
admission of steam to the ports of a steam steering-en-
gine, or some similar electrical admission in the case of
an electrical steering-engine. Whatever the particular
connections may be, this change of admission is always
in such a direction as to bring into coincidence the tiller
and the member actuated from the wheel. Thus one
man at the wheel can do with ease what a whole crew
could do only with difficulty at the old manpower
wheel.

We have so far given examples of where the feed-
back process takes 

"prirnarily 
a-mechanical form. How-

ever, a series of operations of the same structure can
be carried out through electrical and even vacuum-
tube means. These means oromise to be the future
standard method of designing control apparatus.

There has long been a tendency to render factories
and machines automatic. Except for some special pur-
pose, one would no longer think of producing screws
by the use of the ordinary lathe, in which a mechanic
must watch the progress of his cutter and regulate it
by hand. The production of screws in quantity without

serious human intervention is now the normal task of
the ordinary screw machine. Although this d.oes not
make any special use of the process olfeedback nor of
the vacuum tube, it accompiishes a somewhat similar
end. What the feedback and the vacuum tube have
made possible is not the sporadic design of individual
automatic mechanisms, but a general policy for the
construction of automatic mechanisms of the most var-
ied type. In this they have been reinforced bv our new
theoretical treatment of communication, which takes
full cognizance of the possibilities of communication
between machine and machine. It is this coniunction
of circumstances which now renders possible the new
automatic age.

The existing state of industrial techniques includes
the whole of the results of the first induitrial revolu-
tion, together with many inventions which we now see
to be precursors of the second industrial revolution.
What the precise boundary between these two revolu-
tions may be, it is still too early to say. In its potential
significance, the vacuum tube certainly belongs to an
indrtstrial revolution difierent from that of thJ age of
power; and yet it is only at present that the true sig-
niffcance of the invention of the vacuum tube has beJ
sufficiently realized to allow us to attribute the present
age to a new and second industrial revolution.

Up to now we have been talking about the existing
state of affairs. We have not covered more than a smal-i
part of the aspects of the previous industrial revolutionr
We have not mentioned the airplane, nor the bull-
dozer, together with the other me6hanical tools of con-
struction, nor the automobile, nor even one_tenth of
those factors which have converted modern life to
:9Tr$i"g totally unlike the life of any other period.
It is fair tg say, however, that except foi a considerable
number of isolated examples, the industrial revolution
up to the present has displaced man and the beast as a
source of power, without making any great impression
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on other human functions. The best that a pick-and-
shovel worker can do to make a living at thi pr"r"rrt
time is to act as a sort of gleaner aftei the bulidozer.

Il "{ 
t-.p"fant respects, tlie man who has nothing bui

rus physical power to sell has nothing to sell which it is
worth anyone's money to buv.

f-et u1 now go on io a pitture of a more completely
automatic age, Let us consider what for 

""r*pl" 
thl

automobile.factory of the future will be like; and inparticular the assembly line, which is the part of the
automobile factory that employs the most labor. In the
nrs,t place, the sequence of operations will be con_
tro.Iled by someth_ing-like a modern high-speecl com_
puting machine. In this book and elseivhere, I have
often said that the high-speed 

"o-puting 
-achine is

primarily a logical -achin", which confrints clifierent
propositions with one another and draws some of their
consequences. It is possible to translate the whole of
mathemaUcs into the performance of a sequence of
p*gly lo_grcgl tasks. If tiris representation ol-mathemat-
ics is embodied in the machine, the machine will be a
computing machine in the ordinary sense. However,

:y1!' " 
cumputing machine, besider'accffilishing oii

gna_ry mathematical tasks, will be able to undertake
the logical task of channeiing 

" 
,"ri", oi orders con_

cerning mathematical operations. Therefore, as pres_
ent.high-speed computirig machines i" f;;t do, iiwill
contain at least one large assembly which is purely log_
ical.

The instructions to such a machine, and here too I
am speaking of present p-ractice, are given by what we
nave. called a taping. The orders given the machine
may be.led, into.it by a taping which is completely pre_
determined. It is also possible that the aclual 

"ontirr_gencies,met in the performance of the machine may
be handed over as a basis of further regulation to i
new cont_ro^l tape constructed by the macf,ine itself, or
to a modification of the old one. I have alreadv ex_
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plained how I think such processes are related to learn_
irg.

It may be thought that the present great expense of
computing machines bars them from ise in iidustrial
processes; and furthermore that the delicacy of the
work needed in their construction and the u"ri"Uitity
of their functions precludes the use of the methods of
mass production in constructing them. Neither of these
charges is correct. In the ffrst pl'ace, the enorrnous com_
puting machines now used for the highest level of
mathematical work cost something of thJorder of huu-
dreds of thousands of dollars. Evei this price would not
be forbidding for the control machine oif a really large
factory, but it is not the relevant price. The pr"ruii
computing machines are developing so rapidly that
pr-acticaUy every one constructed is1 new 

-model. 
In

other words, a large part of these apparently exorbitant
prices goes into new work of design, and intb new parts,
which are produced by a u"ry f.igh quality of labor
under the most expensive circumstai""i. lf one of these
computing machines were therefore established
in price and model, and put to use in quantities of tens
or twenties, it is very doubtful whethei its price would
be higher than tens of thousands of dollars. A similar
machine of smaller capacity, not suited for the most
difficult computational prbblems, but nevertheless
quite adequate for factory control, would probably cost
no more than a few thousand dollars in any sort of
moderate-scale production.

Now let us consider the problem of the mass produc_
tion of computing machines. If the only opportu;ry for
mass ,production were the mass prod.ritlon of com_
plete{ machines, it is quite clear thit for a considerable
period the best we could hope for would. be a moder_
ate-scale production. However, in each machine the
parts are largely repetitive in very considerable num_
bers. 'I his is true, whether we consider the memorv
apparatus, the logical apparatus, or the arithmetical
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subassembly. Thus production of a ferv dozen machines
only, represents a potential mass production of the
parts, and is accompanied by the same economic ad-
vantages.

It may still seem that the delicacy of the machines
must mean tJlat each job demands a special new model.
This is also false. Given even a rough similarity in the
type of mathematical and logical operations demanded
of the mathematical and logical units of the machine,
the over-all performance is regulated by the taping, or
at any rate by the origitwl taping, The taping of such
a machine is a highly skilled task for a professional
man of a very specialized type; but it is largely or en-
tirely a once-for-all job, and need only be partly re-
peated when the machine is modified for a new in-
dustrial setup. Thus tl-re cost of such a skilled technician
will be distributed over a tremendous output, and will
not really be a significant factor in the use of the ma-
chine.

The computing machine represents the center of the
automatic factory, but it will never be the whole fac-
tory. On the one hand, it receives its detailed instruc-
tions from elements of the nature of sense organs, such
as photoelectric cells, condensers for the reading of the
thickness of a web of paper, thermometers, hydrogen-
ion-concentration meters, and the general run of ap-
paratus now built by instrument companies for the
manual control of industrial processes. These instru-
ments are already built to report electrically at remote
stations. All they need to enable them to introduce
their information into an automatic high-speed com-
puter is a reading apparatus which will tuanslate posi-
tion or scale into a pattern of corxecutive digits. Such
apparatus already exists, and ofiers no great difficulty,
either of principle or of constructional detail. The
sense-organ problem is not new, and it is already ef-
fectively solved.

Besides these sense organs, the control system must

contain effectors, or components which act on the outer
world. Some of these are of a type already familiar,
such as valve-furning motors, electric clutches, and the
like. Some of them will have to be invented, to du-
plicate more nearly the functions of the human hand
as supplemented by the human eye. It is altogether
possible in the machining of automobile frames to leave
on certain metal lugs, machined into smooth surfaces
as points of reference. The tool, whether it be a drill
or riveter or whatever else we want, may be led to
the approximate neighborhood of these surfaces by a
photoelectric mechanism, actuated for example by
ipots of paint. The final positioning may bring the tool
up against the reference surfaces, so as to establish a
firm contact, but not a destructively firm one. This is
only one way of doing the iob. Any competent engineer
can think of a dozen more.

Of course, we assume that the instruments which act
as sense organs record not only the original state of the
work, but also the result of all the previous processes.
Thus the machine may carry out feedback operations,
either those of the simple fire now so thoroughly un-
derstood, or those involving more complicated proc-
esses of discrimination, regulated by the central control
as a logical or mathematical system. In other words,
the all-over system will correspond to the complete an-
imal with sense organs, effectors, and proprioceptors,
and not, as in the ultra-rapid computing machine, to
an isolated brain, dependent for its experiences and
for its efiectiveness on our intervention.

The speed with which these new devices are likely
to come into industrial use will vary greatly with the
different industries. Automatic machines, which may
not be precisely like those described here, but which
perform roughly the same functions, have already come
into extensive use in continuous-process industries like
canneries, steel-rolling mills, and especially wire and
tin-plate factories. They are also familiar in paper fac-

I
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tories, which likewise produce a continuous ou$ut. An-
other place where they are indispensable is in that sort
of factory which is too dangerous for any considerable
number of workers to risk their lives in its control, and
in which an emergency is likely to be so serious and
costly that its possibilities should have been considered
in advance, rather than left to the excited judgment of
somebody on the spot. If a policy can be thought out in
advance, it can be committed to a taping which will
regulate the conduct to be followed in accordance with
the readings of the instrument. In other words, such
factories should be under a regime rather like that of
the interlocking signals and switches of the railroad
signal-tower. This regime is alreacly followed in oil-
cracking factories, in many other chemical works, and
in the handling of the sort of dangerous materials found
in the exploitation of atornic energy.

We have already mentioned the assembly line as a
place for applf ing the same sorts of technique. In the
assembly line, as in the chernical factory, or ihe contin-
uous-process paper mill, it is necessary to exert a cer-
tain statistical control on the quality of the product.
This control depenrls on a sampling process. These
sampling processes have nou'been developed by Wald
and others into a technique called sequentinl analgsis,
in which the sampling is no longer taken in a lump, but
is a continuous process going along with the production.
That which can be done then by a technique so stand-
ardized that it can be put in the hands of a statistical
computer who does not understand the logic behind it,
may also be executed by a computing machine. In
other words, except again at the highest levels, the ma-
chine takes care of the routine statistical controls, as
well as of the production process.

In general, factories have an accorrnting procedure
which is independent of production, but insofar as the
data which occur in cost-accounting come from the ma-
chine or assembly line, tlrey may be fed directly into a
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computing machine. Other clata may be fed in from
time to time by human operators, but the bulk of the
clerical work can be handled mechanically, leaving
only the extraordinary details such as outside corre-
spondence for human beings. But even a large part of
the outside correspondence may be received from the
correspondents on punched cards, or transferred to
punched cards by extremely low-grade labor. From this
stage on, everything may go by machine. This mecha-
nization also may apply to a not inappreciable part of
the library and filing facilities of an industrial plant.

In other words, the machine plays no favorites be-
tween manual labor and white-collar labor. Thus the
possible ffelds into which the new industrial revolution
is likely to penetrate are very extensive, and include
all labor performing judgments of a low level, in much
the sarne way as the displaced labor of the earlier in-
dustrial revolution included every aspect of human
power. There will, of coulse, be trades into which the
new industrial revolution will not penetrate either be-
cause the new control machines are not economical in
industries on so small a scale as not to be able to carry
the considerable capital costs involved, or because
their work is so varied that a new taping will be neces-
sary for almost every job. I cannot see automatic ma-
chinery of the judgment-replacing type coming into
use in the corner gro@ry, or in the corner garage, al-
though I can very well see it employed by the whole-
sale grocer and the automobile manufacturer. The farm
laborer too, although he is beginning to be pressed by
automatic machinery, is protected from the full pres-
sure of it because of the ground he has to cover, the
variability of the crops he must till, and the special
conditions of weather and the like that he must meet.
Even here, the large-scale or plantation farmer is be-
coming increasingly detrrendent on cotton-picking and
weed-burning machinery, as the wheat farmer has long
been dependent on the McCormick reaper. Where
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such machines may be used, some use of machinery of
judgrrent is not inconceivable,

The introduction of the new devices and the dates
at which they are to be expected are, of course, largely
economic matters, on which I am not an expert. Short
of any yiolent political changes or another great war, I
should give a rough estimate that it will take the new
tools ten to twenty years to come into their own. A
war wor,rld change all this overnight. If we should en-
gage in a war with a major power like Russia, which
would make serious demands on the infantry, and con-
sequently on our manpower, we may be hard put to
keep up our industrial production. Under these circum-
stances, the matter of replacing humirn production by
other modes may well be a life-or-dei'rth matter to the
nation. We are already as far alorrg in the process of
developing a unified system of autonratic control ma-
chines as we were in the development of racltrr in 1939.
Just as the emergency of the Battle of Britain rnacle it
necessary to attack the radar problem in a nrassive
manner, and to hurry up the natural development of
the field by what may have been decades, so too, the
needs of labor replacernent are likely to act on us in a
similar way in the case of another war. Personnel such
as skilled radio amateurs, mathematicians, and physi-
cists, who were so rapidly turned into competent elec-
trical engineers for the purposes of radar design, is still
available for the similar task of automatic-machine de-
sign. There is a new and skil lecl generation coming up,
which they have trained.

Under these circumstances, the period of abotrt two
years which it took for radar to get onto the battlefield
rvith a high degree of effectiveness is scarcely likely to
be exceedecl by the peliod of evolution of the auto-
mrrtic factory. At the end of such a war, the "know-
how" needed to construct such factories will be
comrnon. There rvill even be a considerable backlog of
eqtripment manufacfured for the government, which is
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likely to be on sale or available to the industrialists.
Thus a new war will almost inevitably see the auto-
matic age in full swing within less than ffve years.

I have spoken of the actuality and the imminence
of this new possibility. What can we expect of its eco-
nomic and social consequences? In the first place, we
can expect an abrupt and final cessation of the demand
for the type of factory labor performing purely repeti-
tive tasks. In the long run, the deadly uninteresting
nature of the repetitive task may make this a good
thing and the source of leisure necessary for man's full
culhrral development. It may also produce culfural re-
sults as trivial and wasteful as the greater part of those
so far obtained from the radio and the movies.

Be that as it mav, the intermediate period of the
introduction of the new means, especially if it comes
in the fulminating manner to be expected from a new
u'ar, will lead to an immediate transitional period of
clisastrous confusion. We have a good deal of experi-
ence as to hou'the industrialists regard a new indus-
trial potential. Their whole propaganda is to the effect
that it must not be considered as the business of the
government but must be left open to whatever entre-
preneurs wish to invest money in it. We also know that
they have very few inhibitions when it comes to taking
all the profft out of an industry that there is to be taken,
and then letting the public pick up the pieces. This is
the history of the lumber and mining industries, and is
part of what we have called in another chapter the
traditional American philosophy of progress.

Under these circumstances, industry will be fooded
rvith the new tools to the extent that they appear to
yield immediate proffts, irrespective of what long-time
clamage they can do. We shall see a process parallel
to the way in which the use of atomic energy for bombs
has been allowed to compromise the very necessary
potentialities of the long-time use df atornic power to
replace our oil and coal supplies, which are within cen-
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turies. if not decades, of utter exhaustion' Note well

that atomic bombs do not compete with power com-

panies.
Let us remember that the automatic machir.re, rvhat-

ever we think of any feelings it may have or Inay not

have, is the precise economic equivalent of slave labor'

Any labor which competes with slave labor must ac-

cept the economic conditions of slave labor. It is per-

fectly clear that this will produce an unemployment
situation, in comparison with which the present reces-

sion and even the depression of the *rirties will seem
a pleasant joke. This depression wi,ll ruin n.rany indus-
tri,es-possibly even the industries which have taken
advantage of tl.re nerv potentialities. Holvevet, there is
nothing in the industrial tradition which forbids an in-
dustrialist to make a sure and quick profit, and to get

out before the crash touches him personally'
Thus the new industrial revolution is a two-edged

sword. It may be used for the benefit of humanity, but
only if humanity survives long enough to enter a period
in which such a benefit is possible. It may also be used
to desboy humanity, and if it is not used intelligently
it can go very far in that direction. There are, however,
hopeful signs on the horizon. Since the publication of
the fust edition of this book, I have participated in two

big meetings with representatives of business manage'
ment, and I have been delighted to see that awareness

on the part of a great many of those present of the

social dangers of our new technology and the social

obligations of those responsible for management to see

that the new modalities are used for the benefft of man,

for increasing his leisure and enriching his spiritual life,

rather than merely for profits and the worship of the

machine as a new brazen calf. There are many dangers

still ahead, but the roots of good will are there, and I

do not feel as thoroughly pessimistic as I did at tho

time of the publication of the first edition of this book

x

SOME COMMUNICATION MACHINES
AND THEIR FUTURE

I devoted the last chapter to the problem of the in-
dustrial and social impact of certain control machines
which are already beginning to show important pos-
sibilities for the replacement of human labor, However,
there are a variety of problems concerning automata
which have nothing whatever to do with our factory
system but serve either to illustrate and throw light on
the possibilities of communicative mechanisms in gen-
eral, or for semi-medical purposes for the prosthesis
and replacement of human functions which have been
lost or weakened in certain unforfunate individuals.
The first machine which we shall discuss was designed
for theoretical purposes as an illustration to an earlier
piece of work which had been done by me on paper
some years ago, together with my colleagues, Dr. Ar-
turo Rosenblueth and Dr. Julian Bigelow. In tlis work
we conjectured that the mechanism of voluntary ac-
tivity was of a feedback nature, and accordingly, we
sought in the human voluntary activity for the charac-
teristics of breakdown which feedback mechanisms ex-
hibit when they are overloaded.

The simplest type of breakdown exhibits itself as an
oscillation in a goal-seeking process which appears only
rvhen that process is actively invoked. This corresponds
rather closely to the human phenomenon known as fn-
tention tremor, in which, for example, when the pa-
tient reaches for a glass of water, his hand swings wider
and wider, and he cannot lift up the glass.




